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lnstructions to Private candidates only: This question paper contains two sections. Ansurer SECTION I

questions in the answer-book provided. SECTION ll, lnternal examination gueslions must be answered in the

question paper itself. Follow the detailed instructions given under SECTION ll

SECTION I

Part A

Answer any fen quesfions.

Each question canies 2 marks.

'1. What is the boy's rating of Santiago as a fisherman?

2. What kind of sharks are galanos?

3. How does the old man catch an albacore?

4. What makes Santiago's hand bleed?

5. Describe the village of Argenteuil as seen by the two friends.

6. How does O. Henry convey the decline of prosperity through the name 'James Dillingham

Young'?

7. \#hich two words does the hesitant woman utter and how does Rahim Khan respond?

8. How does Vicky express his pride in public after becoming the Commander-in-Chief?

9. What difficulties does Lochinvar brave on the way to Netherby Hall?

10. V/hy does the poet feel that he has had too much of apple picking?
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11.

12.

According to Achebe what do allthe mothers do?

Why are the tiger and the lion compared to the sun?

(1 0x2=20)

Part B

Answer any six guestrons.

Each question carries 5 rnarks.

13. ln his solitude, what thoughts about the fish flash through Santiago's mind?

14. What makes Santiago realise that his killing the fish is not a dream?

'15. Describe how the marlin comes up?

16. The two fishing chums were seized, bound and killed. Explain with reference to the

context.

17. '0 all who give and receive gifts, such as they are wisest'. Discuss with reference to the

context.

18. How does Rahim Khan become sick?

19. How can most minds gain plenty of chances for humming?

2A. Describe the appearance, gestures and attitude of the knight-at-arms.

21. Why is darkness compared to a brooding dog?

(6x5=30)

Pad C

Answer any lwo questions"

Each guesfrbn carries 15 marks.

22" What are the old man's observations regarding the sun, the sea and his own self?

23. Analyse why Manolin breaks down into tears on Santiago's return.

24. "To shoot a mosquito with a shuttle is quite another thing. That requires a man!" Explain.

?5. "How Simple!" is about the expression of one's identity. Elucidate.
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